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Happy Thursday,Villagers 

Please send along your suggestions for materials to add to the
daily tips. We're always looking for good content. And visit our

website for more information about our organization and
programs. 

Photo: Fortnight Lily by Ingrid Kreis 

Note: The Tips now has its own email address to forward ideas for
content.  

 

 
 

How vaccine passports for global travel will work
The European Union, some Asian governments and the airline industry are
scrambling to develop so-called Covid-19 vaccine passports to help kick-start
international travel.
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Explore Bouquets to Art at Your Leisure
This 360-degree tour brings you the best of Bouquets to Art: unobstructed views of every floral
design in the galleries, curatorial insights, and behind-the-scenes details including fun staff
anecdotes. Take it all in at your leisure—a ticket provides access to this interactive from June 9 to
June 30. Our Virtual Visit is free for members and just $10 for the general public.  

Purchase Your Virtual Visit Tickets Now! 
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A wildlife photographer is reclaiming an outdated term to remind people of the joys of animal photography. 
  

The “Big 5” used to be a gruesome term to describe the five animals most wanted by trophy hunters in
Africa: the lion, rhino, buffalo, elephant and leopard. British photographer Graeme Green set up a new “Big

5” project to find out the public’s five favorite animals to see in pictures. 
  

After a year-long vote with 50,000 entries, the results are in. Elephants and lions are an interesting overlap
from the old “Big 5” list to the new, and they are joined by gorillas, tigers and polar bears. 

  
Each of the species in the new “Big 5” are classified as critically endangered, endangered or vulnerable,
and Green says photography can help educate people about these threats. In the process, a term that

used to mean death for animals now means education, appreciation and life. 

Watch the Building of the Eiffel Tower in Timelapse Animation
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20 Documentaries About Famous Architects and
Great Architecture
It is no secret that great designers often get their start by learning about the
pioneers that came before them. That is why My Modern Met gathered some of
the best architecture documentaries to help you get inspired!

Some of our selections cover famous architects that we think you will
recognize. Others explore broader topics facing the field of architecture
like Microtopia—which explores alternative ideas about dwelling—or First
Earth: Uncompromising Ecological Architecture—which documents a back-to-
basics approach towards environmental design
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*** 
For information about our programs, events,

emergency preparedness, and COVID
resources, visit the continuously updated

Sausalito Village website.
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